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DINING UPDATE: WHAT’S NEW IN DINING ON CAMPUS

Houston, August 27, 2012 – Though campus may seem to slow down during the summer, UH Dining Services has been busily making changes to its locations on campus to ensure that students, faculty and staff have the best options available now that fall classes have begun.

University Center & Food Trucks
With the UC closed for renovations, there is no longer any food service inside the building. Instead, a food truck pad has been added outside of the UC to accommodate three trucks – Bare Bowls Kitchen, Bernie’s Burger Bus and The Waffle Bus.

Another pad will also be added behind Cemo Hall where the old engineering lab stood. That pad will host an additional two trucks that will rotate out each week from a group of six, and will be active beginning in early October. That group includes La Jefa, Coreanos, The Rice Box, Stick It, Happy Endings and Kurbside Eatz. Visit our website for a complete truck schedule.

UC Satellite
The UC Satellite has also seen some changes over the summer. Montague’s Deli was replaced with Sushic, a favorite location from the UC, and Cranberry Farms is in the works to be replaced with an exciting new location that will hopefully be open by the middle of the fall semester.

Stadium Parking Garage
New locations on campus include the Taco Cabana and Cougar Xpress Mini Market in the Stadium Parking Garage. Taco Cabana features both indoor and outdoor seating and will serve the full Taco Cabana menu including beer and margaritas for those over 21 years of age.

The Cougar Xpress Mini Market has drinks, snacks and even grocery items in a convenient location for those parked in the garage or the surrounding lots.

New Dining Hall
Last, but certainly not least, a new dining hall is under construction on the corner of Wheeler and Cullen and is schedule to be open mid-semester. It will include a Real Food on Campus (RFoC) residential restaurant as well as a Cougar Xpress Mini Market.
Once this dining hall opens, the RFoC in Oberholtzer Hall will close and be used exclusively for campus catering until the UC re-opens and catering moves into its new kitchen in that building. At that time the space will be re-purposed by Student Housing and Residential Life.

For more information about UH Dining Services, visit www.uh.edu/dining or www.fb.me/uhdining.
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